China has became the major immigrant country

Beijing Overseas Property &Immigration Exhibition will be held on November.

The 4th Overseas Property&Immigration Exhibition (OPIE) co-organized by Beijing Zhenwei
Exhibition Co.,Ltd will be held on Nov.28-30,2014 in Beijing Legendale Hotel . OPIE will attract
more than 200 projects with good quality from more than 30 countries around the word. The
organizer will establish a China’s most professional overseas property and immigration
exhibition.

The 3rd overseas property & immigration exhibition (OPIE) which held on July 4- 6 in Beijing
Exhibition center achieved a great success. According to the statistics of the organizer, there
were more than 23000 professional visitors came to consult and negotiate within 3 days, and
90% exhibitors had established the business relationship with potential clients or conclude the
business.

It is reported that OPIE covers four themes: Overseas property, immigration, studies and
investment. It is estimated that there will be hundreds of property and immigration projects from
around the world to attend this exhibition, such as America, Australia, Canada, UK, Cyprus,
Spain, Malaysia and Portugal etc. Some renowned enterprises had reserved the booth, and
most of them are our regular clients.

The Overseas Property & Immigration Exhibition (OPIE) has established full cooperation with
private banks, chambers, golf clubs, jockey clubs, aviation clubs, yacht clubs and 5-star hotels.
We invited VIP clients with proper orientation so as to build Asia’s best overseas
property,investment and immigration exhibition.

According to UN, China has been the forth-largest immigrant-producing country in the world
with the total number of 9.3 million emigrants till the end of 2013. The immigrating tide is still
continuing. There are total 10000 applicants in American EB-5 investment immigrant plan in
2014, while Chinese immigrants account for 85%. In addition, Chinese emigrants are being the
new immigrating part in Canada and Australia etc. Based on “China International Immigration
Report 2014”, China has been the major immigrant country. At present, the 3rd immigration tide
is coming in China.
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